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  Earthquake Information Bulletin ,1974
  The San Francisco Earthquake Gordon Thomas,Max Morgan-
Witts,2014-07-01 A “gripping, can’t-put-it-down” chronicle,
drawing on eyewitness reports and historical documents, by the
New York Times–bestselling authors of Enola Gay (Los Angeles
Herald Examiner). It happened at 5:13 a.m. on April 18, 1906, in
San Francisco. To this day, it remains one of the worst natural
disasters in American history—and this definitive book brings the
full story to vivid life. Using previously unpublished documents
from insurance companies, the military, and the Red Cross, as
well as the stories of those who were there, The San Francisco
Earthquake exposes villains and heroes; shows how the political
powers tried to conceal the amount of damage caused by the
earthquake; reveals how efforts to contain the fire actually spread
it instead; and tells how the military executed people without
trial. It also features personal stories of people who experienced
it firsthand, including the great Italian tenor Enrico Caruso, the
banker Amadeo Giannini, the writer-adventurer Jack London, the
temperamental star John Barrymore, and the thousands of less
famous in their struggle for survival. From the authors of The Day
the Bubble Burst, The San Francisco Earthquake is an important
look at how the city has handled catastrophe in the past—and
how it may handle it in the future.
  Quakeland Kathryn Miles,2017-08-29 A journey around the
United States in search of the truth about the threat of
earthquakes leads to spine-tingling discoveries, unnerving
experts, and ultimately the kind of preparations that will actually
help guide us through disasters. It’s a road trip full of surprises.
Earthquakes. You need to worry about them only if you’re in San
Francisco, right? Wrong. We have been making enormous
changes to subterranean America, and Mother Earth, as always,
has been making some of her own. . . . The consequences for our
real estate, our civil engineering, and our communities will be
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huge because they will include earthquakes most of us do not
expect and cannot imagine—at least not without reading
Quakeland. Kathryn Miles descends into mines in the Northwest,
dissects Mississippi levee engineering studies, uncovers the
horrific risks of an earthquake in the Northeast, and interviews
the seismologists, structual engineers, and emergency managers
around the country who are addressing this ground shaking
threat. As Miles relates, the era of human-induced earthquakes
began in 1962 in Colorado after millions of gallons of chemical-
weapon waste was pumped underground in the Rockies. More
than 1,500 quakes over the following seven years resulted. The
Department of Energy plans to dump spent nuclear rods in the
same way. Evidence of fracking’s seismological impact continues
to mount. . . . Humans as well as fault lines built our “quakeland”.
What will happen when Memphis, home of FedEx's 1.5-million-
packages-a-day hub, goes offline as a result of an earthquake
along the unstable Reelfoot Fault? FEMA has estimated that a
modest 7.0 magnitude quake (twenty of these happen per year
around the world) along the Wasatch Fault under Salt Lake City
would put a $33 billion dent in our economy. When the
Fukushima reactor melted down, tens of thousands were
displaced. If New York’s Indian Point nuclear power plant blows,
ten million people will be displaced. How would that evacuation
even begin? Kathryn Miles’ tour of our land is as fascinating and
frightening as it is irresistibly compelling.
  The Great Earthquake and Firestorms of 1906 Philip L.
Fradkin,2005 In this well-researched book, Fradkin contends that
it was the people of San Francisco, not the forces of nature, who
were responsible for the extent of the destruction and death.--
Booklist.
  The Big One George Pararas-Carayann,George Pararas-
Carayannis,2001-03 A book about earthquakes--how, when, and
where the next big one may strike.
  Earthquake Fears, Predictions, and Preparations in
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Mid-America John E. Farley,1998 When self-proclaimed
climatologist Iben Browning predicted that a major earthquake
would shatter the Heartland on 2 or 3 December 1990, many
living within reach of the New Madrid fault zone reacted with
varying combinations of preparation and panic.
  State-of-the-art for Assessing Earthquake Hazards in
the United States Otto W. Nuttli,Robert B. Herrmann,1978 This
report is concerned with the problem of estimating credible
values of the peak velocity and acceleration of the ground motion
for central United States earthquakes. The report contains a
catalog of all known earthquakes large enough to be felt or of
body-wave magnitude greater than or equal to 3. The data of the
catalog are plotted on a map, which together with structural
geological information is used to identify eight seismic source
zones in the central United States. The boundaries of the source
zones are inexact, so that special study will be required for
establishing credible ground-motion values for sites near the
boundaries. A maximum-magnitude earthquake is determined for
each zone, as well as a magnitude-recurrence equation. Using the
Murphy-O'Brien formulation, as well as theoretical results of
Herrmann and a limited amount of strong-motion data for the
central United States, equations are derived for that region which
relate maximum horizontal acceleration and velocity to body-wave
magnitude and epicentral distance. (Author).
  Disaster Deferred Seth Stein,2010-10-15 A geologist takes
readers inside contemporary earthquake research to offer a new
account of the Midwest’s legendary New Madrid fault—“an
exceptional read” (Choice). In the winter of 1811-12, a series of
large earthquakes in the New Madrid seismic zone shook the
Midwest. These historic geological events are often incorrectly
described as the biggest ever to hit the United States. Today the
federal government ranks the earthquake hazard in the Midwest
as high as California's and is pressuring communities to
undertake expensive preparations for disaster. In Disaster
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Deferred, geologist Seth Stein revisits these earthquakes, the
legends that have grown around them, and the predictions of
doom that have followed in their wake. He details how limited
scientific knowledge, bureaucratic instincts, and the media's love
of a good story have exaggerated these hazards. Debunking the
hype, Stein explains how contemporary seismological
techniques—including the use of GPS—painting a very different-
and much less frightening-picture of the future. Using new
geological ideas and data, he calls for a more sensible, less costly
policy. “An essential book for policy makers, economists, and
notably educators.”—Choice
  How to Survive an Earthquake Heather Montgomery,2009
An earthquake can happen anytime, anywhere. Be prepared if one
shakes up your world. Whether you're trapped in rubble or
surrounded by spilled chemicals, you'll find out how to stay safe
in How to Survive an Earthquake.
  California Earthquakes Carl-Henry Geschwind,2003-04-30
Winner of the Book Prize of the Forum for the History of Science
in America from the History of Science Society In 1906, after an
earthquake wiped out much of San Francisco, leading California
officials and scientists described the disaster as a one-time
occurrence and assured the public that it had nothing to worry
about. California Earthquakes explains how, over time, this
attitude changed, and Californians came to accept earthquakes as
a significant threat, as well as to understand how science and
technology could reduce this threat. Carl-Henry Geschwind tells
the story of the small group of scientists and engineers who—in
tension with real estate speculators and other pro-growth forces,
private and public—developed the scientific and political
infrastructure necessary to implement greater earthquake
awareness. Through their political connections, these reformers
succeeded in building a state apparatus in which regulators could
work together with scientists and engineers to reduce earthquake
hazards. Geschwind details the conflicts among scientists and
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engineers about how best to reduce these risks, and he outlines
the dramatic twentieth-century advances in our understanding of
earthquakes—their causes and how we can try to prepare for
them. Tracing the history of seismology and the rise of the
regulatory state and of environmental awareness, California
Earthquakes tells how earthquake-hazard management came
about, why some groups assisted and others fought it, and how
scientists and engineers helped shape it.
  The San Francisco Earthquake and Fire of April 18,
1906, and Their Effects on Structures and Structural
Materials Geological Survey (U.S.),1907
  From Rime to Reason Clarence Miller Jones,1907
  On Shaky Ground Norma Hayes Bagnall,2013-07-22
Although most Americans associate earthquakes with California,
the tremors that shook the Mississippi valley in southeast
Missouri from December 16, 1811, through February 7, 1812, are
among the most violent quakes to hit the North American
continent in recorded history. Collectively known as the New
Madrid earthquakes, these quakes affected more than 1 million
square miles. By comparison, the 1906 San Francisco earthquake
affected only 60,000 square miles, less than one-sixteenth the
area of the New Madrid earthquakes. Scientists believe that each
of the three greatest tremors would have measured more than 8.0
on the Richter scale, had that measuring device been in place in
1811. Vibrations were felt from the Rocky Mountains to the
Atlantic coast and from Mexico to Canada. The quake zone was in
constant movement during this period. Five towns in three states
disappeared, islands vanished in the Mississippi River, lakes
formed where there had been none before, and the river flowed
backward for a brief period. Providing eyewitness accounts from
people both on the land and on the river, Bagnall captures the
fears of the residents through their tales about the smells and
dark vapors that filled the air, the cries of the people, the bawling
of animals, and the constant roar of the river and its collapsing
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banks. On Shaky Ground also traces the history of the founding of
New Madrid and considers the impact of the earthquakes on
population and land in southeast Missouri. Predictions for future
earthquakes along the New Madrid fault, as well as instructions
on preparing for and surviving a quake, are also included.
Informative, clearly written, and well illustrated, On Shaky
Ground will be of interest to all general readers, especially those
interested in earthquakes or Missouri history.
  Practical Lessons from the Loma Prieta Earthquake National
Research Council,Division on Engineering and Physical
Sciences,Commission on Engineering and Technical
Systems,Geotechnical Board,1994-02-01 The Loma Prieta
earthquake struck the San Francisco area on October 17, 1989,
causing 63 deaths and $10 billion worth of damage. This book
reviews existing research on the Loma Prieta quake and draws
from it practical lessons that could be applied to other
earthquake-prone areas of the country. The volume contains
seven keynote papers presented at a symposium on the
earthquake and includes an overview written by the committee
offering recommendations to improve seismic safety and
earthquake awareness in parts of the country susceptible to
earthquakes.
  The Physics of Earthquake Phenomena Cargill Gilston
Knott,1908
  Bulletin of the Imperial Earthquake Investigation
Committee Shinsai Yobō Chōsakai (Japan),1907
  Plate Tectonics and Great Earthquakes Lynn R.
Sykes,2019-06-04 The theory of plate tectonics transformed earth
science. The hypothesis that the earth’s outermost layers consist
of mostly rigid plates that move over an inner surface helped
describe the growth of new seafloor, confirm continental drift,
and explain why earthquakes and volcanoes occur in some places
and not others. Lynn R. Sykes played a key role in the birth of
plate tectonics, conducting revelatory research on earthquakes.
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In this book, he gives an invaluable insider’s perspective on the
theory’s development and its implications. Sykes combines lucid
explanation of how plate tectonics revolutionized geology with
unparalleled personal reflections. He entered the field when it
was on the cusp of radical discoveries. Studying the distribution
and mechanisms of earthquakes, Sykes pioneered the
identification of seismic gaps—regions that have not ruptured in
great earthquakes for a long time—and methods to estimate the
possibility of quake recurrence. He recounts the various phases of
his career, including his antinuclear activism, and the stories of
colleagues around the world who took part in changing the
paradigm. Sykes delves into the controversies over earthquake
prediction and their importance, especially in the wake of the
giant 2011 Japanese earthquake and the accompanying
Fukushima disaster. He highlights geology’s lessons for nuclear
safety, explaining why historic earthquake patterns are crucial to
understanding the risks to power plants. Plate Tectonics and
Great Earthquakes is the story of a scientist witnessing a
revolution and playing an essential role in making it.
  The San Francisco Calamity by Earthquake and Fire Charles
Morris,2019-12-04 'The San Francisco Calamity by Earthquake
and Fire' is a historical account of the devastating events that
struck San Francisco and the Pacific Coast. The book describes
the reign of panic and lawlessness that followed the earthquake
and fire, the plight of 300,000 homeless people, and the
worldwide rush to their rescue. This tragic event brought
together a hideous quartet of destroyers—earthquake, famine,
fire, and sudden death—that slayed human beings, blotted out the
wealth of the city, and brought hunger and misery to its people.
Through this account, we are reminded of our own relative
insignificance and the fearsome power of nature.
  Earthquake Anne Rooney,2014-07-17 What is it like to
witness an earthquake? This book looks at the Haitian and other
earthquakes, using first-hand accounts to describe events and
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people's experiences, providing multiple perspectives from
eyewitnesses, survivors, the emergency services, scientists and
the media.
  Earthquake Andrew Robinson,2012-12-15 The 2011
devastating, tsunami-triggering quake off the coast of Japan and
2010’s horrifying destruction in Haiti reinforce the fact that large
cities in every continent are at risk from earthquakes. Quakes
threaten Los Angeles, Beijing, Cairo, Delhi, Singapore, and many
more cities, and despite advances in earthquake science and
engineering and improved disaster preparedness by governments
and international aid agencies, they continue to cause immense
loss of life and property damage. Earthquake explores the
occurrence of major earthquakes around the world, their effects
on the societies where they strike, and the other catastrophes
they cause, from landslides and fires to floods and tsunamis.
Examining the science involved in measuring and explaining
earthquakes, Andrew Robinson looks at our attempts to design
against their consequences and the possibility of having the
ability to predict them one day. Robinson also delves into the
ways nations have mythologized earthquakes through religion
and the arts—Norse mythology explained earthquakes as the
violent struggling of the god Loki as he was punished for
murdering another god, the ancient Greeks believed Poseidon
caused earthquakes whenever he was in a bad mood or wanted to
punish people, and Japanese mythology states that Namazu, a
giant catfish, triggers quakes when he thrashes around. He
discusses the portrayal of earthquakes in popular culture, where
authors and filmmakers often use the memory of cities laid to
waste—such as Kobe, Japan, in 1995 or San Francisco in 1906—or
imagine the hypothetical “Big One,” the earthquake expected
someday out of California’s San Andreas Fault. With tremors
happening in seemingly implausible places like Chicago and
Washington DC, Earthquake is a timely book that will enrich
earthquake scholarship and enlighten anyone interested in these
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ruinous natural disasters.
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readers how to ...
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